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the meaning of hope for older

patients facing life-limiting
illness. Older adults face the
prospect of potentially life-
limiting illness, with strong

forces to die and die well. As
people approach the end of their
lives, they report a strong desire
to live with meaning and dignity,

to feel that they have
accomplished something
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meaningful with their lives, and
to be able to make sense of

suffering and death. They report
an almost universal desire to
have control over the end of

their lives and the
circumstances surrounding

death and dying, and a need to
feel that the end of their lives is

the end of a story with a
purpose. They want to be seen

and heard and to pass
peacefully and 'accepted'. As
older adults approach end-of-
life, they are confronted with

conflicting messages about what
to expect--is the future limited
by illness and death, or do they

have control over death and
dying? They must find hope, and
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hope must be meaningful. The
purpose of this chapter is to

draw from our experience with
people facing life-limiting illness

and to make sense of the
meaning of hope for older

adults. We argue that in many
respects, the meaning of hope is

a function of the meaning and
purpose that people bring to

their existence in a sense that
they are not simply a biological
continuation of earlier life.An
Alternative Love Song for the
Season I have made it quite

clear that I don’t want to write a
sequel to my post, Where Have
All the Christmas Songs Gone?
There’s a reason for that: time.
As we all know, time is a tricky
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thing. One minute you can look
forward to a blazing-hot day,
and the next minute the icy

fingers of winter are nipping at
your nose. (I wonder why that is.
It might have something to do
with our bodies being wrapped
in clothes and not being active

in our bodies. But there might be
more to the seasonal change
than that. Maybe we need to

start paying more attention to
nature’s cycles, rather than
living life on a rigid “pause

button” schedule?) Well, I am of
the firm belief that time is one of
the most precious gifts we have,
but I digress. I will start my year

off with a short, sweet,
alternative 0cc13bf012
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